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Supplies: 

Stamps: Lots of Lavender 

Ink: Powder Pink, Pear Pizzazz, Archival Basic 

Gray 

Fresh Florals Designer Paper 10-7/8” x 10-7/8” 

Window Sheet 3-1/2” x 7” 

Powder Pink ½” Finely Woven Ribbon 24” 

Gold Mini Sequin Trim 8” 

Mini Pizza Box  

Adhesive: Fast Fuse, Multipurpose Liquid Glue 

 

Tools: 

Layering Circle Framelits Big Shot 

Stampin’ Trimmer Paper Snips 

Bone Folder  

 

Directions: 

1. Use the approximately 2” Layering Circle to cut a hole in the center of the top of the Mini 

Pizza Box. 

 
 

Tip: I chose the diameter of the hole I was cutting based upon which die fit around the 

base of my muffin. 

2. Assemble the Mini Pizza Box and set aside. 

3. Score the designer paper at: 3-5/8” and 7-1/4” on both sides. 

4. Without turning the paper, position the first score line at ¾” mark on the trimmer. 

5. Insert the cutting blade at 1-1/4” down on the arm and cut to 6” 

6. Position the second score line on the same side at ¾” mark to the right of the track. 
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7. Insert the cutting blade at 1-1/4” down on the arm and cut to 6” 

8. Turn the top of the designer paper to the left. 

9. Position the edge at 1-1/4”.  Move the trimmer blade down to the top cut line and cut 

from it to the bottom cut line.  This connects the previous cuts you’ve just made. 

 
10. Position the second vertical score line at the 1-1/4” mark to the right of the arm.  Move 

the trimmer blade down and cut from the top horizontal score line to the lower horizontal 

score line connecting the two horizontal cuts. Your window has been cut. 

11. With the narrow opening of the window at the top, position the edge of the paper at 3”.  

Score down to the horizontal score line.  Skip the center panel moving the scoring blade 

to the second horizontal score line and score down to the bottom. 

12. Turn the paper 180°.  Place the edge at 3” and score to the first horizontal line.  Then 

move the scoring blade to the second horizontal score line and score to the bottom. 

Cut Line 
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13. Cut the excess of each of the panels away leaving the tab you just created when scoring.  

Angle cut the both ends of each tab. 

 
14. Fold and burnish all of the score lines. 

15. Score the piece of window sheet at 3-1/2” in landscape. Burnish the score line. 

16. Use Fast Fuse to adhere the top and bottom (narrow sides) of the window sheet to the 

inside of the cut out window.   

 
 

Tip: Start by lining up one narrow end with the outside edge of the paper.  This will 

make sure that you won’t need to do any trimming once both ends have been adhered. 

 

Tip: By not adhering the sides of the Window Sheet, you allow it to move as you fold the 

box into its final shape. 
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17. Use Fast Fuse on each of the tabs.  Be sure that the sides are square.  If you need a little 

wiggle as you adhere the tabs to the sides, use Multipurpose Adhesive. 

 
18. Place the cupcake cover you’ve just assembled over the Mini Pizza Box. 

19. Tie with the Powder Pink ribbon.  Add the Mini Sequin Trim to the bow.  

 

Tip:  I used a pair of tweezers to pull the looped end through the bow once the bow was 

tied. 

 

20. Stamp the lavender from Lots of Lavender with Basic Gray ink. 

21. Ink the filler image with Powder Pink and fill in the flowers. 

22. Lay the filler stamps for the leaves and stem over the stamped image and pick them all up 

at one time before inking with Pear Pizzazz.  Stamp. 

 
23. Cut out the stamped image with your Paper Snips.  Tuck behind the bow and adhere. 
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Fill the cupcake box with a favorite cupcake or muffin. 

 

So glad you enjoyed this project on my blog! 

 

Sara 
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